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potential environmental hazards, etc.), or errors in the data
collection process. Finally, the user would like to have a few
tiles that best represent each kind of terrain.
Such requirements appear in several other settings, as
medical image and biological image applications: A doctor
wants to find tomographies similar to the images of his/her
patients as well as a few examples that best represent both the
most typical and the most strange image patterns [1] [2]. In
biology, given a set of fly embryos [3] or protein localization
patterns [4] or cat retina images [5] and their labels, we want
a system to answer the same types of questions.
Our goals are summarized in two research problems:
Problem 1: low-labor labeling (L3) – Given a collection I
of NI images, very few of which are labeled with keywords,
find the most suitable labels for the remaining ones.
Problem 2: mining and attention routing – Given a set I
of NI partially labeled images, find clusters, the NR images
that best represent the data patterns and the top-NO outliers.
Figure 1 illustrates the research problems and the QMAS
(Querying, Mining And Summarization of Multi-modal
Databases) results. Figure 1a is a sample satellite image from
the city of Annapolis, MD, USA1 . We decomposed it into
1, 024 (32x32) tiles, very few (four) of which were manually
labeled as “City” (red), “Water” (cyan), “Urban Trees” (green)
or “Forest” (black). Figure 1b shows labeling results from
our QMAS algorithm. Notice two observations: (a) the vast
majority of tiles are correctly labeled, and (b) there are few
outlier tiles (marked in yellow) that QMAS judges as too
different from the labeled ones and thus are returned to the
user as outliers that potentially deserve a new label of their
own. Closer inspection shows that the outlier tiles tend to be on
the border of, say, “Water” and “City” (because they contain
a bridge).
With the same input set (Annapolis), the problem of mining
and attention routing refers to finding the NR best representatives for the data and the top-NO outliers. The problem also
refers to finding clusters in the data, ignoring the user-provided

Abstract—Given a large collection of images, very few of
which have labels, how can we guess the labels of the remaining
majority, and how can we spot those images that need brand
new labels, different from the existing ones? Current automatic
labeling techniques usually scale super linearly with the data
size, and/or they fail when only a tiny amount of labeled data
is provided. In this paper, we propose QMAS (Querying, Mining
And Summarization of Multi-modal Databases), a fast solution
to the following problems: (i) low-labor labeling (L3) – given a
collection of images, very few of which are labeled with keywords,
find the most suitable labels for the remaining ones; and (ii)
mining and attention routing – in the same setting, find clusters, the
top-NO outlier images, and the top-NR representative images. We
report experiments on real satellite images, two large sets (1.5GB
and 2.25GB) of proprietary images and a smaller set (17M B) of
public images. We show that QMAS scales linearly with the data
size, being up to 40 times faster than top competitors (GCap),
obtaining better or equal accuracy. In contrast to other methods,
QMAS does low-labor labeling (L3), that is, it works even with
tiny initial label sets. It also solves both presented problems and
spots tiles that potentially require new labels.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The problem of automatically analyzing, labeling and understanding large collections of images appears in numerous
fields. Our driving application is related to satellite imagery,
involving a scenario in which a topographer wants to analyze
the terrains in a collection of satellite images. We assume
that each image is divided into tiles (say, 16x16 pixels).
Such a user would like to label a small number of tiles
(“Water,” “Concrete,” etc.), and then the ideal system would
automatically label all the rest. The user would also like to
know what strange pieces of land exist in the analyzed regions,
since they may indicate anomalies (e.g., de-forested areas,
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The image is publicly available at www.geoeye.com.

Fig. 1. Labeling results from our QMAS algorithm. Best viewed in color - Left: the input satellite image of Annapolis (MD, USA), divided in 1, 024
(32x32) tiles, only four of which are labeled with keywords (“City” in red, etc.). Right: the labels that QMAS proposes; yellow indicates outliers. Notice that
appropriate keywords do not exist for the outliers (hybrid tiles, like the two ones in the bottom which represent a bridge = “Water” and “City”).

TABLE I
TABLE OF SYMBOLS .

labels. This has two advantages. The first is that it indicates to
the user what, if any, changes have to be done to the labels;
new labels may need to be created (to handle some clusters or
outliers), and/or labels may need to be merged (e.g., “Forest”
and “Urban Trees”), and/or labels that are too general may
need to be divided in two or more (“Shallow Water” and “Deep
Sea”, instead of just “Water”). The second advantage is that
these results can also be used for group labeling, since the
user can decide to assign labels to entire clusters rather than
labeling individual tiles one at a time.
In this paper we propose QMAS. Our method is a fast
(O(N )) solution to the problems of low-labor labeling (L3)
(Problem 1) and mining and attention routing (Problem 2).
Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
• Speed: QMAS is a fast solution to the presented problems
that scales linearly on the database size, being up to 40
times faster than top competitors (GCap);
• Quality: Our system can do low-labor labeling (L3), providing results with better or equal quality when compared
to the top competitors;
• Non-labor intensive: Our method works even when we
are given very few labels – it can still extrapolate from
tiny sets of pre-labeled data.
Contrasting to the related work, QMAS includes other
mining tasks such as clustering and outlier and representatives
detection as well as summarization. It also spots tiles that
potentially require new labels.
The rest of the paper follows a traditional organization:
related work (Section II), proposed techniques (Section III),
experiments (Section IV), and conclusions (Section V). The
symbols used in the paper are listed in Table I.

Symbols
I
Ii
NI
L
Ll
NL
NR
NO
G
V
E
V (Ii )
V (Ll )
c

Definitions
A collection of images.
One image from I. Ii ∈ I
The number of images in I. NI = |I|
A collection of known labels.
One label from L. Ll ∈ L
The number of labels in L. NL = |L|
The desired number of representatives.
The desired number of top outliers.
The Knowledge Graph. G = (V, E)
The set of vertexes in G.
The set of edges in G.
Vertex that represents image Ii in G.
Vertex that represents label Ll in G.
The restart probability for the random walk.

classification [6], [7], [8], [9]. The Conditional Random Fields
(CRF) and boosting approach [6] shows the competitive accuracy for multi-class classification and segmentation, but it
is relatively slow and requires a lot of training examples. The
Random Walk segmentation [7] is closely related to our work,
but scalability is not discussed. It considered the segmentation
of a single image. The KNN classifier [8] may be the fastest
way for region labeling, but it is not robust against outliers.
The Empirical Bayes approach [9] proposes to learn contextual
information from unlabeled data. However, it may be difficult
to learn the context from our satellite image sets.
Graph-based methods provide a flexible tool for automatic
image captioning. Images and caption keywords are represented by multiple layers of nodes in a graph. Image content
similarities are captured by edges between image nodes, and
existing image captions become links between corresponding
images and keywords. Such techniques have been previously
used in GCap [10], in which a tri-partite graph was built based
on captioned images, further segmented into regions. Given
an image node of interest, the Random Walk with Restart
(RWR) algorithm was used to perform proximity query to
automatically find the best annotation keyword for each region.

II. R ELATED WORK
A. Labeling methods
There is an extensive body of work on the classification
of unlabeled regions from partially labeled images in the
computer vision field, such as image segmentation and region
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RWR is usually computed using the power iteration method.
To create edges between similar image nodes, most previous
work searches for nearest neighbors in the image feature space.
However, this operation is super-linear even with the speed
up offered by many approximate nearest-neighbor finding
algorithms (e.g., the ANN Library [11]). Given millions of
image tiles in satellite image analysis, greater scalability is
almost mandatory.

	
  

	
  

B. Clustering
Several clustering algorithms exist in literature. Most methods assume the following cluster definition: a cluster is a
region in the feature space in which the objects are dense.
This region may have an arbitrary shape, and the points
inside it may be arbitrarily distributed. Examples of clustering
algorithms are K-Harmonic Means [12] and MrCC [1]. The
Visual Vocabulary (ViVo) [5] method is particularly useful for
our work. ViVo is a novel approach, proposed for the analysis
of biomedical images, that applies Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) to group image tiles into a set of visual terms.

Fig. 2. GBT structure illustrated. Notice the hexagonal shape. Left: two
levels of GBT cells with 343 pixels (L3, outlined in white) and 2,401 pixels
(L4, outlined in red) overlaid on an image. Right: output values were assigned
according to the variance of the next lower level of cells (at L2, consisting
of 49 pixels each). Bright areas have greater variance, dark areas less.

the multi-scale hierarchy of GBT cells. The GBT structure is
such that any cell or aggregate at a given layer in the hierarchy
contains seven hexagonally grouped aggregates or hexagons
(if at the pixel level) in the layer below it. The cells form a
hexagonal tiling of the pixels at a variety of scales, effectively
describing the image in multiple resolutions. A sample of GBT
structure and simple computations is shown in Figure 2.
Image features such as mean, variance, and GBT texture
are calculated for GBT aggregates in each of the five bands of
data. The final feature set comprises a 30-dimensional feature
vector per aggregate: mean, variance, and GBT texture of the
Ln aggregate in each of the five data bands plus the mean,
variance, and GBT texture of the Ln+1 aggregate centered at
that Ln position in each of the five data bands.
Following this feature extraction, we utilize ViVo to group
image tiles into a set of visual terms. ViVo’s basic processing
steps were modified slightly to incorporate and work with
GBT aggregate features. If a tile cannot be represented by the
vocabulary already known to ViVo, then it will automatically
devise new types of tiles (represented by new vocabulary),
as needed. The new types represent natural groupings of tiles
in feature space and indicate where new labels can greatly
improve the accuracy of QMAS. ViVo can also help to identify
which features are most important for labeling and thus helps
to guide the selection of features in the data.

C. Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is generally considered to be a lowlevel image processing task and is closely related to feature
detection. Histogram-based features are perhaps the simplest
and most popular type of features. Texture-based features such
as wavelets and fractals are able to capture more subtle spatial
variations such as repetitiveness. Local feature descriptors such
as SIFT[13] and SURF[14] have also been widely used, as well
as the Generalized Balanced Ternary (GBT) [15], a hexagonal
mathematical system that allows feature extraction. A recent
example of GBT’s usage in target recognition is found in [16].
III. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
In this section we describe QMAS.
A. Feature extraction
A feature extraction process is first applied by QMAS
over the input set of images. Two different approaches to
feature extraction were utilized and separately tested. The
type of features used for datasets GeoEye and SAT1.5GB
(see Section IV) was Haar wavelets in two resolution levels,
plus the mean value of each band of the images. For dataset
SATLARGE (see Section IV), a distinct approach was used.
First, pre-processing of multi-band satellite imagery is applied,
resulting in a 5-band composite image from which features
are computed. The first four bands are the 4-band tasseled
cap transformation (TCT) of 4-band multispectral data, and
the fifth band is the panchromatic band. The TCT results in
enhanced object class separation for subsequent processing.
This second approach to feature generation uses a variety
of characteristics, including statistical measures, gradients,
moments, and texture measures. For multi-scale image characterization, which is crucial for finding patterns at various
resolutions, we use GBT. We map the raster pixel data into
GBT space and calculate a set of moments-based features over

B. Mining and Attention Routing
In this section we present our solution to the problem of
mining and attention routing (Problem 2). The general idea of
our solution is: first we do clustering on the set of images I;
then we find (a) the subset of images R, NR = |R|, that best
represent I, and (b) the top-NO outliers O, sorted according
to the confidence degree of it being an outlier.
1) Clustering: The clustering step over the set of images
I is performed by a slightly modified version of the MrCC
algorithm. As described in Section II, MrCC is a fast clustering
algorithm designed to look for clusters in large collections
of medium-dimensionality data. We ignore MrCC’s merging
(third step) and use the clusters found so far as a soft clustering
result, where a single tile can belong to one or more clusters
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with equal probabilities. This modified version of MrCC is
used in our work to find clusters in the set of images I.
2) Finding Representatives: Now we focus on the problem
of selecting a set of elements R, NR = |R|, to represent a
given set of images I. The set of representatives R for the
images in I must have the following property: there is a big
similarity between every image Ii ∈ I and its most similar
representative Rr . Obviously, the set of representatives that
best represent I is the full set of elements, NR = NI ⇒
R = I. In this case, the similarity is maximal between each
image Ii and its most similar representative Rr , which is the
image itself, Ii = Rr . However, when NR < NI , to define
the quality of the representatives needs further evaluation.
A simple way to evaluate the quality of a given representatives collection is to sum the squared distances between each
image Ii and its closest representative Rr . This gives us an
error function that should be minimized to achieve the best
set of representatives R for a given set of images I. Not by
coincidence, this is the error function minimized by the classic
clustering algorithm K-Means. Thus, when we ask K-Means
for NR clusters, the clusters’ centroids indicate the data space
positions where we should look for representatives. By finding
the images of I that are the closest ones to each centroid, we
have a set of representatives with respect to K-Means.
However, it is common sense in the clustering literature that
the K-Means method is sensitive to skewed distributions, data
imbalance, and bad seeds initialization. Thus, we propose to
use the K-Harmonic Means clustering algorithm in QMAS,
since it is very insensitive to the data distribution and to the
choice of the initial seeds. It provides us a more robust way to
look for representatives, again by asking for NR clusters and
picking the closest image of I to each cluster centroid as a
representative. Details on this process are found at [17]. They
are not shown due to space limitation.
3) Finding the Top-NO Outliers: The final task related to
the problem of mining and attention routing is to find the topNO outliers O for the set of images I. In other words, O
contains the NO images of I that diverge the most from the
main data patterns. We take the representatives found in the
previous section as a base for the outliers definition. Assuming
that a set of representatives R is a good summary of I, the NO
images from I worst represented by R are said to be the topNO outliers. Details on this process are found at [17]. They
are not shown due to space limitation.

Algorithm 1 : QMAS-labeling.
Input: collection of images I;
collection of known labels L;
restart probability c;
clustering result C. // from Section III-B1
Output: full set of labels LF .
1: use I, L and C to build the Knowledge Graph G;
2: for each unlabeled image Ii ∈ I do
3:
do random walks with restarts in G, using c and
always restarting at the vertex V (Ii );
4:
compute the affinity between each label of L and Ii , let
Ll be the one with the biggest affinity;
5:
set in LF : Ll is the appropriate label for image Ii ;
6: end for
7: return LF ;
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Fig. 3. The Knowledge Graph G for a toy dataset. Nodes shaped as squares,
circles, and triangles represent images, labels, and clusters respectively.

and the known image labels L from the input. The vertexes of
G that represent image Ii and label Ll are denoted by V (Ii )
and V (Ll ), respectively. Given the clustering results for the
images in I, our graph construction process is straightforward
and it takes linear time and space.
Figure 3 exemplifies a Knowledge Graph G with seven
images, two labels, and three clusters. Image I1 is pre-labeled
with L1 , while I4 and I7 are pre-labeled with L2 . An image
may be associated with multiple clusters as the result of soft
clustering, e.g., I3 belongs to both C1 and C2 .
Given an unlabeled image Ii , we apply the following
random walk-based algorithm over the graph G in order to find
an affinity score for each possible label with respect to Ii : the
random walker starts from vertex V (Ii ). At each time step, the
walker always: (1) goes back to V (Ii ), with probability c; (2)
walks to a neighboring vertex, with probability 1−c. Under the
latter case, the probability of choosing a neighboring vertex
is proportional to the degree of that vertex, i.e., the walker
favors smaller clusters and more specific labels. The value of
c is usually set to an empirical value (e.g., 0.15), or determined
by cross-validation. The affinity score for Ll wrt Ii is given by
the steady state probability that our random walker will find
himself at vertex V (Ll ), always restarting at V (Ii ). The label
with the largest score becomes the recommended label for Ii .

C. Low-labor Labeling
Our approach is to represent input images and labels,
together with the image clusters found before, in a graph G,
named Knowledge Graph. A random walk-based algorithm
is applied over G to find the most appropriate labels for the
unlabeled images. Algorithm 1 shows a sketch of our solution,
and the details are given in the remainder of this subsection.
G is a tri-partite graph that consists of a set of vertexes
V and a set of edges E. V is made up of three layers
corresponding to the input images I, the clusters of images
C, obtained with the algorithms described in Section III-B1,
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The intuition behind this procedure is that similar images
that belong to the same cluster should share similar labels.
This is consistent with our graph proximity measure which
favors multiple short paths between the two vertices of interest.
For instance, consider image I6 in Figure 3. It belongs to
clusters C2 and C3 . The other two images in C3 have label L2 ,
whereas none of the images in C2 is labeled. There is a higher
probability that a random walker starting from V (I6 ) will
reach V (L2 ) than V (L1 ) since there are two shortest paths of
length 3 linking V (I6 ) and V (L2 ), whereas the only shortest
path connecting V (I6 ) to V (L1 ) takes 5 steps. Moreover, the
affinity score for L2 could be higher if I6 were associated with
C3 only. Thus, for larger graphs, in which an image usually
belongs to multiple clusters, the membership with a smaller
cluster likely takes more weight than that with a larger one.

Fig. 4. Time versus number of tiles for random samples of SAT1.5GB. QMAS:
red circles; GCap: blue crosses; GCap-ANN: green diamonds. Timing results
are averaged over 10 runs; error bars are too small to be shown.

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We first describe our data sets of real-world satellite images:
2
• GeoEye – 14 high quality satellite images in jpeg format
extracted from cities around the world. The total size is
∼ 17 MB. We divided each image into equal-sized rectangular tiles and the entire dataset contains 14, 336 tiles.
A snapshot of this data is already shown in Figure 1a.
• SAT1.5GB – this proprietary dataset has three satellite images of around 500 MB each in the GeoTIFF format. The
total number of equal-sized rectangular tiles is 721, 408.
• SATLARGE – this proprietary dataset contains a pan
QuickBird image of size 1.8 GB, and its matching 4-band
multispectral image of size 450 MB each. These images
were combined as described previously in Section III-A,
and 2,570,055 hexagonal tiles generated.
We did experiments to support our claimed contributions
stated in Section I wrt speed, quality and non-labor intensive
capability. The experimental environment is a server with
Fedora R Core 7 (Red Hat, Inc.), a 2.8 GHz core and 4GB
RAM. We compared QMAS to one of the best competitors,
the GCap method, implemented in two versions with different nearest neighbor finding algorithms: the basic quadratic
algorithm (GCap) and with the approximate nearest neighbors
(GCap-ANN), using the ANN Library. The number of nearest
neighbors is set to seven. All three approaches share the same
implementation of random walk algorithms using the power
iteration method, with the restart parameter set as: c = 0.15.

space. This operation is super-linear even with the use of
approximate nearest-neighbor finding algorithms. On the other
hand, QMAS avoids the nearest neighbor searches by using
clusters to connect similar image nodes in the Knowledge
Graph. This approach allows QMAS to scale linearly on the
data size, being up to 40 times faster than top competitors.
B. Quality and Non-labor Intensive
We labeled 256 tiles in the SAT1.5GB data set via manual
curation. A small number of these ground truth labels were
randomly selected from each class as the input labels and
the remaining ones for quality test. Figure 5 illustrates the
labeling accuracy of each approach in box plots obtained
from 10 repetitive runs. QMAS does not sacrifice quality
for speed compared with GCap-ANN and performs even
better when the pre-labeled data size is limited. Additional
experiments have shown that compared with GCap-ANN with
the number of nearest neighbors set to three and given 10 prelabeled examples from each class, QMAS is around 10% more
accurate, still being 1.75 times faster on the SAT1.5GB data
set. Note that the accuracy of QMAS is barely affected by the
number of the pre-labeled examples in each label class. The
fact that it can still extrapolate from tiny sets of pre-labeled
data ensures its non-labor intensive capability.
C. Experiments on the SATLARGE dataset
Here we present results for the SATLARGE dataset, related
to query by examples experiments; i.e., given a small set of
tiles (examples), manually labeled with one keyword, query
the unlabeled tiles to find the ones most likely related to
that keyword. Figures 6 and 7 exemplify the results obtained
for several categories (water, houses, trees, etc) to show that
QMAS returns good results, being almost insensitive to the
kind of tile given as example. Other results were omitted
due to space limitation. They can be found at [17]. Figure 7
shows that QMAS’s results are good even for tiny sets of prelabeled data. The sizes vary from as many as ∼ 50 samples
to as few as three samples. Varying the amount of labeled
data allowed us to observe how the system responds to these

A. Speed
Figure 4 compares the elapsed time for graph construction
using the SAT1.5GB dataset and smaller subsets randomly
sampled from it. On the full SAT1.5GB dataset with ∼ 700k
tiles, QMAS is 40 times faster than GCap-ANN, while running
GCap will take hours (not shown). Notice that QMAS scales
linearly with the input data size, while the slope of log-log
curves are 2.1 and 1.5 for GCap and GCap-ANN, respectively.
As stated in Section II, most previous work, including
GCap, searches for nearest neighbors in the image feature
2

The dataset is publicly available at www.geoeye.com.
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lem 1) and mining and attention routing (Problem 2). Our
main contributions, supported by experiments on real satellite
images, spanning up to more than 2 GB, are:
• Speed: QMAS is a fast solution to the presented problems,
and it scales linearly on the database size. It is up to 40
times faster than top competitors (GCap);
• Quality: QMAS does low-labor labeling, always providing high-quality results;
• Non-labor intensive: Our method works even when we
are given very few labels – it can still extrapolate from
tiny sets of pre-labeled data.
In contrast to the related work, QMAS spots tiles that
potentially require new labels, and includes other mining tasks
such as clustering and outlier / representatives detection as well
as summarization. Finally, we illustrate our method on images,
but it could be applied to any setting (video, sound, biological
images), for which we have good features. Once we have a
set of features, all our proposed steps can be applied.

Fig. 5. Comparison of approaches in box plots – Quality vs. Size of prelabeled data. Top left is the ideal point. QMAS: red circles; GCap-ANN: green
diamonds. Accuracy values of QMAS are barely affected by the size of the
pre-labeled data. Results are obtained over 10 runs.
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Example Water: Labeled Data and Results of Water Query.

changes. In general, labeling only small numbers of examples
(even less than five) still leads to accurate results. Notice that
correct returned results often look very different from the given
samples, i.e., the system is able to extrapolate from the given
examples to other, correct tiles that do not have significant
resemblance to the pre-labeled set.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed QMAS. Our method is a fast
(O(N )) solution to the problems of low-labor labeling (Prob-

Fig. 7.

Example Boats: Labeled Data and Results of Boat Query.
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